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About This Game

Unreal Heroes

is a 2D game inspired by strike force heroes and built on unreal engine 4.

This game only have deathmatch mode at the moment but he will receive few major update after his release with new game
mods , characthers,levels and weapons.
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Title: Unreal Heroes
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
OxPrime Studio
Publisher:
OxPrime Studio
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core-2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce 480, Radeon 4870

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space
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I was enjoying this game until i made a big mistake invading france, so i reloaded the game from a previous save point, which
broke the game. When ending my turn the game would crash.

i cannot recommend until this bug is fixed.

UPDATE:

This problem was fixed the same day i posted this. Big thanks to developers, i can now continue my previous game.. It's games
like these I wish Steam had a neutral option.

The good: Gameplay is very fluid, all inputs seem to register perfectly, which is great in a platformer.
A lot of the level design is very good.
Music is good, though repetitive.
Spaceship levels help vary things up.

The Bad: Life system is pointless at the best of times, incredibly pointless at the worst.
While gun powerups are fun, they're reset on death which makes future attempts annoying.
Horrid controller support, the menus appear impossible to navigate, as well as the game over screen, which means returning to
the keyboard at least 15 times to finish the game.
Some environment hazards deal half a heart of damage, some deal a full heart, and some instantly kill you with no real indicator
of what does what. Walls you can jump off of have similar issues.

Now for nitpicks: Ammo is not reset on death. This led to an annoying section during the final boss, where I died with no
bullets. Because bullets are required to break the boxes containing more ammo and health, the fight was nearly impossible
without exiting to menu and coming back.
Horizontal inputs for the level select menu register as two pushes, so selecting an even numbered level on a 5x5 grid can be very
hard, unless you use the mouse.
Jumping up into invisible death plains for previous sections of the level is possible.
Health pickup sound effect is a blatantly stolen 1-UP effect from Super Mario Bros.. I don't usualy review Early Access games
because they change too often but I have had so much fun playing this game that I think it deserves a review.

Golf With Your Friends is a simple arcade game where players control their (customizable) golf balls and trying to get them to
the finish through tracks full of traps and obstacles using their mice - yes, you don't even need a keyboard. It's a "party game"
intended to be played with friends to have fun.
I like this game, it's so simple yet challenging and funny. You can even play this game completely drunk and still enjoy it (and
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even be good!) - trust me, I tried it. And it's even cheap, 6€ is nothing compared to the fun you can get out of this game.

It runs on Unity engine, I only play this game on Linux (MSI laptop, i5 7300HQ, GTX 1050 Ti, 24GB DDR4 2400MHz, Arch
Linux + Gnome Shell) and only 2 minor weird issues appeared - the game offers 3 launch options and it's important to sellect
"force full screen" otherwise it won't start and graphics settings don't get saved. Besides this the game runs maxed out in 1080p
with 100+ fps. It's an Early Access game so I don't mind bugs, I actually expect bugs because the game is not finished yet so
nothing to worry about.

If you're looking for a nice party game to play with friends, this is probably exactly what are you looking for.. Pros:
- Length
- Scenery and lots of custom-made assets

Cons:
- Even more boring than trodding along Donner Pass
- Few scenarios in career mode, almost all of them are in Standard for whatever reason.
- Detalisation is not there, while assets are decently detailed, route itself looks quite bare-bone
- Sounds are scarce and sub-par, horn sounds like it was ripped from some youtube video.
- Controls in the cab are scarse as they are, and even less of them are working.
- Lack of population. This is China, FFS! And yet you with your completely empty train will arrive at YUGE, but similarly
empty, stations. With, like, three people on eight platforms. Or even ten on a good day.. Having a new caracter for just a few
cents is great. His cart his kinda big.. Didn't even start up properly. 0.5/10
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One of the puzzles was broken, it lacks other gameplay elements that you usually find in other hidden object games. In this
game there is dialog then you have a hidden object puzzle, pretty much all the way through the game, only a few other puzzles.
First! 8 - ) This is a virtual realty "groovebox" or "drum machine" which you will use to make another one of those Block
Rocking Beats, right? ( It might remind you of a simple FL Studio, or Tenori-on. ) There is 3 person multi-player, so let's get
some others on here for a world jam session?
I'm also glad to see a VJ module is planned!

I like to beta test or review VR \/ creativity apps, contact me. The output will be seen on the YouTube with my name!. Good
game! Very beautiful graphics!. This is a nice little free-to-play shooting sidescroller. You get money, you buy weapons, you
aim with your mouse on their head, you die from one touch. You start all over again, only with more knowledge. You die again.
You die so many times until you beat it. It's pretty short, but it's free. Treat it like a Demo.. This is a game all about momentum.
It's a shame that, in the first ten minutes, the game seems to do everything it can to interrupt the momentum, and because of
that, learning the controls. Tooltips pop up constantly telling you how to play the game after you've already started playing.

These interruptions cause a loss of perspective for what the character is doing, meaning you're even more likely to crash after
one pops up, leading you to restart, and then have to go through that same tooltip again, leading to more crashes. The tooltips
would be better if presented after crashing, or in small video tutorials before starting.

It's pretty, it's inexpensive, and it might be fun if the game allowed you to play.. Don't. Just.. don't.. This is a great piece of
software that does exactly what you would expect and so much more. It is not diffuicult to find other recording programs to get
screen captures, but you would be hard pressed to find one that has more features and accessability than PlayClaw5.

I like all the options for the overlays to keep track of recording time, file size and fps. I like how the overlays can be moved
around to avoid overlaps with menus in-game. I appreciate that there is also a desktop capture mode as well. It is a little more
expensive than most, but well worth the extra cash. Totally recommend this to anyone starting a youtube channel for game
capture. Two thumbs up.. A really fun casual game. Shame is a bit short but replayability is great.. Do you like Shmups? (Shoot
em ups)

WELL THIS KICKS OFF THE AMERICAN ART STYLE IT'S HIDING BEHIND AND SHOOTS YOU LIKE A REAL JAP.

I mean, it's a nice little (hard) arcade game.. wait Phoenix Force 2
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